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ABSTRACT

In Multi User Multiple Input Single Output(MU-MISO) sys-
tems one centralized transmitter with multiple antennas serves
several decentralized single-antenna receivers. Precoding is
an attractive way to remove multiuser interferences because
it reduces cost and power consumption in the user equip-
ment. When implementing precoding, however, the base sta-
tion should know theChannel State Information(CSI). In
Frequency Division Duplex(FDD), this information is sent
from the receivers by means of a feedback channel, whose
data rate is often severely limited. In this paper we investigate
the utilization of theKarhunen-Lòeve(KL) transform to com-
press the CSI sent through the feedback channel. We model
the errors caused by channel estimation, truncation and quan-
tization of the KL coefficients and feedback delay. This er-
ror modeling is the basic premise to design robustTomlinson
Harashima Precoding(THP) based on a sumMean Square
Error (MSE) criterion. Our results show that robust THP
clearly outperforms conventional THP transmitting a mini-
mum amount of information from the receivers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dirty Paper Coding(DPC) [1] combined with aSignal-to-
Interference-plus-Noise Ratio(SINR) criterion [2,3] is an at-
tractive signaling scheme for the downlink ofMulti User Mul-
tiple Input Single Output(MU-MISO) systems. This is a
point-to-multipoint channel which is referred to as broadcast
channel in information theory [4]. In this work we focus on a
low-cost and straightforward way to implement DPC, namely,
Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding(THP) [5,6]. THP is subop-
timal compared to DPC and suffers from shaping and modulo
loss due to the modulo operations at the transmitter and the re-
ceivers [7]. As shown in [8], the SINR and theMean Square
Error (MSE) achievable regions for MU-MISO systems are
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tightly related. Therefore, it is not surprising that the subop-
timal sum MSE design of [9, 10] shows an excellent perfor-
mance.

The design of DPC systems is already known for the ideal
case whereChannel State Information(CSI) at the transmitter
is perfectly known. However, the situation is different for
the case with erroneous CSI, where no scheme comparable
to that of [1] has been proposed nor the capacity region has
been found yet. Additionally, the application of the SINR
criterion is questionable, since it is unclear up to now how
to include the uncertainties in the SINR in a systematic way
(see the discussion in [11] and the attempt in [12] for the case
of statistical CSI). Consequently, it is inevitable to resort to
an MSE criterion together with THP for the case of partial
CSI, since a THP design based on the sum MSE criterion is
possible, as demonstrated in [13,14].

Most work on precoding with erroneous CSI has mainly
focused onTime Division Duplex(TDD) systems. Contrarily,
in this work we focus on the more extended case ofFrequency
Division Duplex(FDD) systems where the transmitter cannot
obtain the CSI from the received signals, even under the as-
sumption of perfect calibration, because the channels are not
reciprocal. Instead, the receivers estimate their channels and
send the CSI back to the transmitter by means of a feedback
channel. This is a reasonable assumption since currently stan-
dardized wireless systems have control channels to implement
adaptive transmit facilities such as power control or adaptive
modulation. Since the data rate of the feedback channels is
often limited [15], the CSI must be compressed to ensure that
the tight scheduling constraints are satisfied. To limit theCSI
sent to the transmitter we will use in this paper a truncationof
the Karhunen-Lòeve(KL) decomposition which is optimum
in the sense that it provides dimensionality reduction withthe
smallest possible MSE.

In this work we study the following sources of errors in
the proposed precoding design: channel estimation, trunca-
tion of the KL transform, quantization of the KL coefficients,
and feedback channel delay. With the obtained error model,
we develop robust THP that takes into account the statistical
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Fig. 1. Multiuser system model with precoding over flat MISO
channels.

properties of the errors in the fed back CSI. Our simulation re-
sults show that using robust THP designs a considerable com-
pression rate is possible without sacrificing performance.

This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 des-
cribe the signal and channel models, respectively, and in Sec-
tion 4, the models for the CSI error sources are developed.
Section 5 presents our robust THP design. Illustrative com-
puter simulations are presented in Section 6 and some con-
cluding remarks are made in Section 7.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a MU-MISO system withNt transmit antennas
andK single antenna receivers as depicted in the Fig. 1. The
precoder generates the transmit signalx from all data sym-
bolsfu1; : : : ; uKg belonging to the different users1; : : : ;K.
The signalx` from transmit antennà propagates over the
channel with the coefficienthk;` to thek-th receiver, super-
imposes with the signals of the other transmit antennas, and
is perturbed by the additive white Gaussian noisenk with va-
riance�2n, i.e.,yk = NtX̀=1 hk;`x` + nk = hTk x+ nk (1)

where(�)T denotes transpose andhk = [hk;1; : : : ; hk;Nt ℄T 2CNt�1 represents the flat fading vector channel corresponding
to thek-th user.

Figure 2 plots the block diagram of a MU-MISO system
with THP. As you can see in the figure, the received signalyk
is then multiplied by a common gain factor1=� that acts as
an automatic gain control. In THP, a modulo operator is ap-
plied to the weighted received signal to remove the ambigui-
ties introduced by the precoder (see e.g., [16]). The resulting
estimate ofuk is denoted bŷuk.

At the transmitter, the feedforward filterFH suppresses
parts of the interference linearly, whereas the feedback loop
with the strictly lower triangular feedback filterBH � I sub-
tracts the remaining interferences non-linearly. Note that (�)H
indicates conjugate transpose. Since the order of precoding
has an effect on performance, the data signalu is reordered

v = Pu
for i = 1; : : : ;Kv(i) =M(2v(i)�BH(:; i)v)x = FHv

Table 1. Computing the feedback loop output from the permuted
data.

by means of the permutation filterP = PKi=1 eieTki , whereei is the i-th column of theK � K identity matrix andki
is the index of thei-th data stream to be precoded [10]. The
signalPu is passed through the feedback loop:v =M �Pu� �BH � I� v� (2)

where the modulo operatorM(�) limits the amplitude ofv
and thus, the power of the transmit signalx. Additionally, the
entries ofv have statistical properties which approximately
only depend on the modulo constant� (see e.g., [7]). In
particular,E[vvH℄ = �2vI with �2v = �2=6. The outputv of the feedback loop can alternatively be computed with
the pseudo code in Table 1. The signalv is transformed by
the feedforward filterFH to get the transmit signalx, which
must satisfy an average total transmit power constraint, i.e.,E[kx(n)k22℄ = Etr.

3. CHANNEL MODEL

We model thek-th user channel vector as a vector of zero-
mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distributed ran-
dom variables, i.e.,hk � NC(0;Ch;k) (3)

whereCh;k is the covariance matrix of thek-th user’s chan-
nel. The channels of the different users are statistically inde-
pendent.

In theq-th time slot, our model for thek-th user channel
vector is hk(q) = C1=2h;khw;k(q): (4)

withhw;k(q) being a vector of stationary circularly symmetric
complex white Gaussian processes (with unit variance ele-
ments) and where(�)1=2 represents the Cholesky decompo-
sition. According to the modified Jakes model [17, 18] des-
cribed in [19], temporal channel correlations are modeled byhw;k(q) whereas the spatial correlations are introduced by the

multiplication byC1=2h;k [20].
Notice that, according to our model, the channelhk is

stationary becausehw;k is stationary. Realistic channels are
often non-stationary, e.g., either the location of the receiver
or the scenario geometry can change. Thus, the channel co-
variance matrix has to be tracked in real situations. However,
since the covariance matrix changes very slowly compared to
the channel itself, it is realistic to assume that it is constant
and perfectly known at both the receiver and the transmitter.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of Tomlinson-Harashima precoding.

According to [20], we have thatCh;k = �SFM MXm=1 rk;mrHk;m (5)

with [rk;m℄i = ej(i� sin(�BS;k+�m)); i 2 f1; : : : ; Ntg (6)

where �BS;k 2 [0; 2�) is the angle of departure from the
transmitter to thek-th user,�m (different constant values de-
pending on the environment, see [20]) is the offset for them-th sub-path with respect to�BS;k and�SF represents the
log-normal shadowing, which is8dB for suburban macro-
cell [20]. In [20], the numberM of sub-paths per-path is20.

4. IMPERFECT CSI

In realistic situations, the CSI that is available at the transmit-
ter is not perfectly known. In this case, it is a matter of discus-
sion what kind of information has to be sent to the transmit-
ter and the way of recovering it from the receiver side. CSI
can be obtained by different mechanisms in the receiver side
which gives rise to more or less degradation in the final in-
formation sent through the feedback channel. In the system
that we propose in this paper we start estimating the channel
at the receivers using the observations of the pilot symbols,
which requires knowledge about its covariance matrix. Then,
we project the resulting channel estimation onto the eigenvec-
tors of the channel covariance matrix to obtain the Karhunen-
Loève transformation of the channel vector which optimally
provides a dimensionality reduction with the smallest possi-
ble MSE. The coefficients of the truncated KL expansion are
then quantized prior to transmission over the feedback chan-
nel which introduces a delay. We incorporate this delay in

our model considering a system without feedback delay but
a delayed observation for the channel estimator. That partial
CSI is then used at the transmitter to reconstruct the channel
vector and to design the THP filters.

In the following subsections we describe this process with
more detail and obtain the statistical description of the errors
incurred at each step. Along this section we will assume that
the signals and errors are uncorrelated.

4.1. Statistical model for channel estimation errors
(Type A)

We use linear estimators at the receiver based onNtr pilot
symbols per time slotq to enable the channel vector estima-
tion for thek-th user, i.e.,ĥk(q) =Wk(q)yk(q) (7)

whereyk(q) reads asyk(q) = Shk(q) + nk(q) (8)

with S 2 CNtr�Nt containing the training symbols [21] andnk(q) 2 CNtr�1 being the AWGN with variance�2n.

We use the heuristic estimator [22] so that the least-square
channel estimates are obtained when we consider the estima-
tor Wk(q) = Sy = (SHS)�1SH. Therefore, the channel
estimate is given byhLS;k(q) = Syyk(q) = hk(q)+Syn(q) = hk(q)+nLS;k(q)

(9)
with nLS;k(q) � NC(0; �2n(SHS)�1): (10)



4.2. Statistical model for Karhunen–Lòeve errors
(Type B)

The eigenvalue decomposition ofCh;k reads asCh;k = E[hk(q)hHk (q)℄ = rkXi=1 �k;ivk;ivHk;i = V 0k�kV 0Hk
(11)

whererk is the rank ofCh;k andvk;i and�k;i are, respec-
tively, thei-th eigenvector (ori–th column of the matrixV 0k)
and thei-th eigenvalue ofCh;k (or thei–th entry of the dia-
gonal matrix�k).

Applying the KL transform, the channel vector in the time
slot q can be obtained asV 0k k(q), wherek(q) are the coef-
ficients of the KL transform given byk(q) = V 0Hk hLS;k(q).
No errors are added to our channel estimation if all the coef-
ficients of the KL transform are employed. To compress the
channel information and taking into account the good energy
compaction properties of the KL decomposition, we can ap-
proximate the vector channelshk(q) byhKL ;k(q) = Vkk(q) = VkV Hk hLS;k(q)= VkV Hk hk(q) + VkV Hk nLS;k(q)

(12)

whereVk = [vk;1; : : : ;vk;r;0Nt�Nt�r ℄ and r denotes the
number of KL coefficients sent from the receiver after trun-
cation. The noiseVkV Hk nLS;k(q) and the signalVkV Hk hk(q)
lie in the same subspace spanned by the columns ofVk. The-
refore,hKL ;k(q) gives us no information about the properties
of hk(q) lying in range(Vk)?.

The resulting error contribution due to the KL truncation
reads ash00k(q) = (I � VkV Hk )hk(q)� NC(0; (I � VkV Hk )Ch;k(I � VkV Hk )):

(13)

Note thatVkV Hk nLS;k(q) is orthogonal toh00k(q).
So, we havehk(q) = h0k(q) + h00k(q) (14)

with h0k(q) = hKL ;k(q) + nKL ;k(q) (15)

andnKL ;k(q) � NC(0; �2nV V H(SHS)�1V V H).
4.3. Statistical model for quantization errors
(Type C)

Given that our channel covariance matrix does not depend on
time [cf. (5)], the modal matrix obtained from its eigenvalue
decomposition is also constant over time. With this assump-
tion, only the KL coefficients have to be sent from the receiver

to the transmitter due to the fast variations of the channel (so
referred asshort–termvariations).

The uniform quantizer is the most common of the scalar
quantizers whose principle is rather simple. With the normali-
zation of the KL coefficientsk;i(q) given byk;i(q)=p�k;i,
wherei denotes thei-th entry of the diagonal matrix�k and
of the KL coefficients vectork(q), we get a standard Gaus-
sian distribution for them. We can approximately assume
that the input is bounded, with real and imaginary values in-
dependently quantized lying in the range included between�1:96=p2 and1:96=p2, i.e., the overload region has very
low probability (� 0:05) of containing any input sample. The
process of quantization is as follows. Before transmission,
we choose representants between�1:96=p2 and1:96=p2 to
construct an initial set of codebooks that are stored at both
transmitter and receiver. The receivers perform a search to
find for the components (real and imaginary parts) of the KL
coefficients obtained in each time slot the element in the code-
book that is closest. Then, the corresponding codebook index
is fed back to the transmitter. Finally, the transmitter simply
looks at its codebook and builds the precoder parameters from
the selected codeword [23]. Therefore,hKL ;k lies somewhere
in the respective cell, i.e.,hKL ;k(q) = hQ;k(q) + nQ;k(q) (16)

wherehQ;k is the representant and wherenQ;k(q) is assumed
uniformly distributed over the cell, for simplicity reasons. E-
ven though the input is not uniform if the number of levels for
uniform quantizationN is large and, therefore, the quantizer
step� is very small, we can assume that the input pdf is very
smooth and thatE(j�j2) = �212 [24], where� is the error in
the uniform quantizer.

Remember thathKL ;k(q) only lies in the subspace span-
ned by the columns ofVk. Under the assumption that also the
quantizer works in this subspace, i.e.,hQ;k(q) = Vkh0

Q;k(q),
we can follow thatnQ;k(q) lies also in the subspace spanned
by the columns ofVk. Therefore, we get the rank deficient
covariance matrix for the quantization errorCQ;k = VkCQ0V Hk (17)

whereCQ0 = �26 INt�Nt , since the KL coefficients are uncor-
related and consequently, the quantization errors are too,the
variance is2E[j�j2℄.

Taking into account the errors due to estimation, trunca-
tion of the KL transform and quantization, we have up to now
the following modelhk(q) = hQ;k(q) + nQ;k(q) + nKL;k(q) + h00(q): (18)

Note that the error covariance matrixCQ;k +CKL;k +Ch00 ;k
has full rank.



hk(D) = hQ;k(D) + nQ;k(D) + nKL ;k(D) + h00 (kD)
wherehQ;k(D) is the quantized version ofVkV Hk hLS;k(D)
andCQ;k(D) = E[nQ;k(D)nHQ;k(D)℄ = �26 VkV HknKL;k(D) � NC �0;VkV Hk ��2n(SHS)�1 + 2 �1� J0 �2� fD,kfslot

D��Ch;k�VkV Hk �h00k(D) � NC �0; (I � VkV Hk )Ch;k(I � VkV Hk )�
Table 2. The errors model.

4.4. Statistical model for feedback delay errors
(Type D)

The transmission over the feedback channel introduces a de-
lay of D slots. This delay can equivalently be modeled as
follows. The estimator gets outdated training data, i.e., the
observation of the estimator is delayed byD slots. Then, the
respective feedback channel has no delay. The LS estimate
for delayed training data reads ashLS;k(D) = hk(0) + nLS;k(D) (19)

wherenLS;k(D) has the same statistical properties as descri-
bed above in (10). Clearly,hLS;k(D) = hk(D) + hk(0)� hk(D) + nLS;k(D)= hk(D) + n0

LS;k(D) (20)

beingn0
LS;k(D) = hk(0) � hk(D) + nLS;k(D). With the

properties ofhk(q) andhw;k(q) showed in Section 3, and
taking into account thatChw;k(D) = E[hw;k(q)hHw;k(q �D)℄= J0�2�fD;kfslot

D� INt�Nt (21)

whereJ0 denotes the zero–th order Bessel function of the first
kind, fD;k is themaximumDoppler frequency, andfslot the
slot rate, we obtainE[eDeHD℄ = 2Ch;k �E[hk(0)hHk (D)℄�E[hk(D)hHk (0)℄= 2�1� J0�2�fD;kfslot

D��Ch;k: (22)

HereeD = hk(0)� hk(D).
Hence, the new LS error has the propertyn0

LS;k(D) � NC �0;C 0�
(23)

with C 0 = �2n(SHS)�1 + 2�1� J0 �2� fD,kfslot
D��Ch;k).

Therefore, at the end, we find the model of the errors des-
cribed in Table 2.

��1 = (HHH + 1 I)�1P = IK ,D = 0K
for i = K; : : : ; 1q = argminq0=1;:::;i �2vq0��1(q0; q0)Pi = IK whosei-th andq-th rows are exchangedP = PiP��1 = Pi��1PTiD(i; i) = ��1(i; i)��1(1 : i; i) = ��1(1 : i; i)=D(i; i)��1(1 : i� 1; 1 : i� 1) = ��1(1 : i� 1; 1 : i� 1)���1(1 : i� 1; i)��1(1 : i� 1; i)HD(i; i)LH = upper triangular part of��1BH = L�1, FH =HHPTLHD� = kFH(:; 1)k22 + �2vkFH(:; 2 : K)k22� =pEtr=�FH = �FH

Table 3. Calculation of robust THP filter with optimum ordering.

5. ROBUST THP DESIGN

It is very well–known that THP performance degrades strong-
ly due to imperfect CSI at the transmitter. For a multi–user
scenario we have non–cooperative receivers and, therefore,
linear equalization cannot be performed at the receiver. Thus,
it will be necessary to stochastically model the errors (as was
made in Section 4), designing an average robust THP with it,
studied for a similar application in [14].

Our model for the channel matrix is given byH(q) = Ĥ(q) +�T(q) (24)

whereĤ(q) is the quantized version of the channel matrix
and�T(q) is the error matrix. We follow the robust design
of [14], i.e., we solve a robust optimization according to our
error model of the feedback channel. For the efficient THP
implementation described in [10] and shown in Table 3, we
start from��1 = (Ĥ(q)ĤH(q) +C�T + 1 I)�1 (25)

with  denoting thesignal to noise ratio(SNR) that is defined
as the ratio between the total transmitted energy,Etr, and the



noise spectral density, and whereC�T = E[�T(q)�H
T (q)℄ = KXk=1C�

T;k (26)

denoting(�)� the conjugation and whereCT;k = CQ;k + VkV Hk (�2n(SHS)�1+ 2(1� J0(2�fD;kfslot
D))Ch;k)VkV Hk+ (I � VkV Hk )Ch;k(I � VkV Hk ): (27)

Thus, by considering the statistical properties derived for
the errors in the previous section in the algorithm used to
obtain the filters, we can compensate in advance the impair-
ments of the channel state information at the transmitter side
to avoid an increase of the complexity of the receiver termi-
nals.

5.1. MMSE receiver equalizer

Additionally, when we design the gain factors according to
theMinimum Mean Square Error(MMSE) equalizer [25,26]
instead of using the modulo gain1=� at the receiver side, we
can improve the overall system performance with a small in-
crease in the receivers complexity.

The received signal corresponding to thek–th user isyk.
The outputwk of the MMSE gain factor is obtained as,wk = (p�R�1)yk (28)

whereR is the variance ofyk andp is the cross correlation
between thek-th user’s received signalyk and the desired
valuedk = eTkPTBHv for userk. These desired symbols
are obtained from the linear representation [10] of the nonli-
near modulo operator at the transmitter in Fig. 2. According
to (1), the values ofR andp areR = E �jykj2� = hTkFH�Fh�k + �2np = E [ykd�k℄ = E ��hTkFHv + nk�vHBPek�= hTkFH�BPek: (29)

where� is a diagonal matrix corresponding to the covariance
matrix of the signalv and whose entries are equal to�2=6
except the first one that is1.

Clearly,p cannot be computed from a channel estimate,
because the receiver has no knowledge about the precoderFH and the permutation matrixP . However, the transmit-
ter can linearly precode the symbols during the training phase
such that symbols for thek-th receiver are weighted prior to
transmission withFH�BPek . Consequently, the received
signal corresponding to the transmitted training symbols con-
tains the termFH�BPekstraining;k and the needed cross cor-
relationp can be estimated.
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6. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we present the results of several computer si-
mulations that we carried out to validate the proposed system.
The figures illustrate how each type of error degrades the sys-
tem more and more (see Fig. 3) and how robust THP can
be employed to improve the performance and compensate the
channel effects when the mismatch is caused by the different
error sources that have been presented in this paper.

The results are the mean of5000 channel realizations and100 symbols were transmitted per channel realization. The
input bits are QPSK modulated.

Figures show the performance forNt = K = 8. We
consider anfslot of 1500 Hz at a center frequency of 2 GHz.
We also consider errors due to the feedback delay, beingD
equal to1 for all users. The figures show the estimated BER
curves for a Doppler frequency normalized to the slot period
of 0:0123 (v= 10 km/h), i.e., relatively fast fading.

Fig. 4 plots the loss in performance when KL compres-
sion is applied. It can be seen, however, thatr = 2 coeffi-
cients can be enough to ensure a suitable system performance
with the enormous advantage of reducing the overhead of the
feedback channel, especially for a high number of antennas at
the transmitter. Note that a compression ratio given byNt�Lr�m ,
whereL andm is the number of bits employed for, respec-
tively, coding the real and imaginary part of the channel coe-
fficientshk;` (1) and representing the codebook index, can be
reached employing only that truncation of the KL coefficients
and the described quantization process prior to transmission.
For example, in these simulation results, we use a codebook
of 1024 (m = 10) entries and ifL = 32 bits are used to en-
code the real and imaginary value of each channel coefficient,
we obtain in a very simple way a compression ratio of12:8.
With a reasonable codebook size, we are obtaining good per-
formance. Obviously, larger sizes improves the performance
at the cost of decreasing the compression for the CSI sent
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through the feedback channel and greatly extending the sto-
rage capability necessary at the receivers [23].

The precoding performance for different user speeds is
plotted in the Fig. 5. You can see the curves for a speed of10,30 and60 km/h (normalized Doppler frequency of0:0123,0:0370 and0:0741, respectively). Obviously, the loss in per-
formance for faster fading is greater than for slower fading,
although with robust THP we can always get better perfor-
mance with not much fed back CSI, as you can see in the
figure.

Thus, Fig. 6 shows the estimated BER curves when we
have a macro-cell environment which determines an offset of2 degrees according to the model described in [20] and in Sec-
tion 3. You can see how the non-robust THP curves go up for
high SNR due to the sensitivity of our THP scheme to imper-
fect CSI. The figure plots the improvement in performance
with respect to standard THP when the proposed robust THP
scheme is applied. As you can see in the figure, the loss due
to imperfect CSI can be reduced if we also apply the MMSE
equalizer described in Section 5, so that the channel effects
are compensated between both the transmitter and receiver
side. Finally, if we have a macro-cell environment which de-
termines an offset of35 degrees, you can see in the Fig. 7
how the performance is worse than for2 degrees, given that
the environment obstructs even more the signal transmission.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated the feasibility of quan-
tization and truncation of KL decomposition for MU–MISO
Tomlinson–Harashima precoding in FDD systems. Thanks to
these techniques, the feedback channel overhead is strongly
reduced. We have also considered the effect of estimating
the channel using supervised methods and the delay inherent
to the feedback channel, so that we model these errors and
design a robust THP scheme which clearly outperforms the
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Fig. 6. BER performance vs. SNR for robust and non-robust THP
when an offset of2 deg is considered for theSpatial Channel Model.
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Fig. 7. BER performance vs. SNR for robust and non-robust
THP when an offset of35 deg is considered for theSpatial Chan-
nel Model.



conventional THP design. Thus, we are capable of adapting
the precoder parameters to channel variations with a limited
feedback channel.
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